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Why should I oppose ASIO being granted even greater powers to monitor the activity of Australians - in
this case by gaining as of right access to the logfiles of all Australians?
The reason is simple. I do not trust ASIO. Giving extra powers to what might reasonably be called a rogue
organisation is insanity. This is the fox and chicken house saga writ large.
ASIO has a disgraceful history of bias, deception and quite possibly murder. The Australian people still
await a public inquiry into the 1978 Sydney Hilton bombing murders. The Port Arthur atrocity of 1996 has
also been subjected to a co-ordinated cover up, with no inquest or public inquiry in that case (Australia's
largest mass-murder for generations!)
Dear Sirs/Madams,
If ASIO was an honest organisation genuinely concerned with Australia's "national security", it would have
presented an honest report to Parliament on the 9/11 false flag operation and it would keep Mossad and its
voluntary helpers within Australian under very close scrutiny. Instead, it participated in the general cover up
over 9/11 and consistently turns a blind eye to major Zionist crimes. This is not an organisation that should
be trusted with a five dollar note - let alone the log-files of all Australians!
Can ASIO guarantee that logfiles and other data it stores or requires to be stored will be safeguarded? No it
cannot. What sense does it make to give it powers to access vast quantities of data that may well be routed
elsewhere?
This proposal is merely the latest in a succession of grotesque power grabs by the Australian secret state grabs that have become annual events since 2001. It is an insult to the community that any further intrusions
into our privacy by the so-called "intelligence Agencies" are even being countenanced.
The War on Terror was bogus from the outset No more spook power grabs! Enough!
Syd Walker
Far North Queensland
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